DEAN’S COMMENTS

CAM FACULTY AND STAFF MEETING

THE DEAN AND I
A Love Story...
(READ FROM THE BOTTOM, UP #1 TO 4)
CAM STUDENTS WHO GRADUATED IN 4 YEARS 2012-2016
GOOD FOR CAM

PETER & ANDREA WITH DENVER’S 1ST LADY
JAKE JABS JAMS WITH CAM STUDENTS
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER VISITS CAM

ROGER AVARY (MIDDLE)
OUR STUDENTS ARE GETTING GOOD JOBS
If you don’t like change, you’ll like irrelevancy even less.

Former General John Schalikasvelli
"Institutions will try to preserve the problem to which they are the solution."

- Clay Shirky
“One of the main barriers to turning knowledge into action is the tendency to treat talking about something as equivalent to actually doing something about it.”

Robert Sutton and Jeffrey Pfeffer.
“Be very wary of judging people just on the basis of how smart they sound, and particularly on their ability to find problems or fault with ideas. These are dangerous people. They are smart enough to stop things from happening, but not action oriented enough to find ways of overcoming the problems they have identified.”

Robert Sutton and Jeffrey Pfeffer
THREE PRIORITIES

1) NEW BUILDING
2) EXTEND REPUTATION AND BRANDING
3) SCHOLARSHIPS

Innovation and creativity—why people are moving to Denver
FINAL WORD

ONWARD!